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Peter recalled from WSL presidency
by Ellen Pope
Copy editor

Eric Peter

The Washington Student
Lobby on Nov. 14 declared its
May election invalid, resulting
in the removal ofCentral' s Eric
Peter from the office of WSL
president.
Eric Christensen of Eastern
Washington University replaced Peter.
The switch took place after

the board adopted a motion,
suggested by the Washington
State University representative, to reconsider the results
of its election of state officers
May 2 in Pullman. ASCWU's
Eric Peter had then been
elected along with ASWSU's
Dan Steele as vice president
for research institutions and
ASEWU's Kevin Dull as vice
president for regional institutions. Steele and Dull were reelected Nov. 14.-

According to a press release by Keith Boyd, ASWWU legfrom Brendan Williams, WSL islative liaison.
staff consultant, the motion to Williams stated that "no one
rescindwasmadebyWSUWSL individual .was expressly
chapter representative Mike
See WSL I Page 9
Golden and seconded by UW
Graduate & Professional Student Senate representative
• Find out what
Caroleen Dineen. The release
also states that Eric Peter was
else WSL does ineligible to run again for state
See story on page
president because he was no
11 to find out.
longer a board member.
Christensen was-opposed only

Smokers:
Great
American
Smokeout
today
by David Zimmerman
News editor

It sometimes takes more than
sheer willpower to keep smokers away from their unhealthy
puffing habits.
To help them out, a group of
Central health major students
are coordinating the Great
American Smokeout campaign
on campus today.
The program, which is sponsored nationally by the American Cancer Society, targets
cigarette smokers and, more
recently, smokeless tobacco
users. By encouraging smokers to quit for 24 hours, they
hope smokers may quit forever.
"We would like to get people
to stop smoking for 24 hours,"
said Jenifer Cadden, a senior
majoring in community health
and one of the campus
smokeout coordinators.
"Even if one person stops, we
think it will be successful," she
said.
"We've reduced that person's
chances of lung cancer and
other diseases caused by cigarettes."
The smokeout features an information booth open from 10
a.m. to l:p.m. in the SUB today.
Pamphlets are available and a
respiratory therapist will be
onh-and to answer questions.
Cadden said smokers are encouraged to visit the booth and
enterraffiesforT-shirts, which
will be given away throughout
the day. Smokers write their
names and addresses on their
cigarettes, drop them in a
bucket, and the winning cigarette is drawn out.

See SMOKE I Page 8

Joe Rose I The Observer

Brrrr! Senior Celine Staeheli tries to stay warm in the increasingly cold Ellensburg winter weather. Snow is expected
to fall before Thanksgiving break next Wednesday.

Committee restructuring weeds out
student voice, ups administrative power
by Michelle Miller
Staff reporter

Central's plan to restructure
university committees was intended to increase efficiency,
but may also be a power play,
contend some Board of Director Officers.
Student BOD Executive Vice
President Bryce Seibel and Vice
President for Organizational
Affairs Shawn Christie said the
restructuring has consolidated
poweroncampusandhas given
the administration more control.

"The Dean's Council has become more powerful, and so
has the .Faculty Senate," said
Christie, 20, a double major in
political science and speech
communication. "Power has
been consolidated on campus."
Seibel, 22, a physics major,
agreed that the administration
now has more control, but
didn't agree that faculty shared
in that increase.
"You're taking the power
away from the students and
· faculty and giving it to administrators," Seibel said.
"I'm worried about consolidation."
Although Seibel sees the con-

sequences of the changes as
questionable, he believes the
changes themselves are good.
"I think the changes will work,
because they're minor changes,
not radical changes," Seibel
said.
The idea to restructure university committees originated
in President Ivory Nelson's office, and the Dean's Council
agreed that the idea had merit.
The restructuring woQld not
only realign the committees to
reflect the changed administration, but would also identify
which committees were not on
the standing committee list.
Donald M. Schliesman, In-

terim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, led
the Dean's Qouncil through the
restructuring process which
began over the summer.
"We wanted to streamline and
make more efficient our com- mittees," Schliesman said.
"Vie needed to reduce or
eliminate duplication or apparent duplication."
Committees were divided into
three categories: governance,
policy-forming and advisory,
and only governance and
policy-forming groups were put

See COM I Page 8
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Bikes

~tolen,

roof scaled and alarms sounded

Wednesday, Nov. 11.
A student was taken to
the hospital after he suffered
a mild concussion and temporary loss of vision while
playing football.
Thursday, Nov.12.
Police picked up a red
Skyhomish bike between
North Hall and the tennis
courts.

CAM,PUS COPS
by Andy Martin
catch fire while an oven below
it was being used.

Friday, Nov. 13.
A person was seen crawling
Thursday, Nov. 12.
on the roof of Sparks Hall and
Police responded to the old · entering one of the rooms.
hospital building on Third
and Poplar streets after its Friday, Nov. 13.
alarm was activated. · They
An officer served an evicsearched the building and tion notice in Student Village.
found an asbestos abatement
worker inside. Police think Friday, Nov. 13.
the alarm was set, but whoA suspicious person was
ever set it was unaware that reported in the Short/Getz
work would be taking place parking lot. Witnesses said
inside the building.
the man was looking into cars
and ducking behind them when
Thursday, Nov.12.
people walked by. An officer
An officer responded to contacted him and he stated
Dean Hall after smoke was that he was waiting for friends
reported on the second floor. who lived there to come out.
After investigating, the cause
was determined to be a wood -Friday, Nov. 13.
support that had started to
A silver Schwinn IO-speed

bike was stolen from Barto' s
bike rack.

Police assisted an LGA in
turning off an alarm clock in
a residence hall room.Neighbors complained after it went
off at 7 a.m. but wouldn't
shut off because the resident was not home.

Saturday, Nov. 14 and
Sunday, Nov. 15.
Several ski racks were
taken from cars parked in I15, N-19 and H-l5 lots.

Saturday, Nov. 14. ·
Two bikes were stolen from
campus. One was a red Specialized 10-speed and the other Sunday, Nov. 15.
was a red Cannondale 18Two mountain-bike racks
speed. The Cannondale had an and wheel holders were
airpump, water bottle, abagof taken from a car in I-15 lot.
tools and toe clips attached.
Sunday, Nov. 15.
Saturday, Nov. 14.
Police cited several perPolice broke up a fight in X- sons for traffic infractions,
22 lot. Neither party involved including driving without a
wished to press charges.
license, driving on a mall
without permission, speedSaturday, Nov. 14.
~ ing and having expired liThe bookstore alarm went cense plates.
offand officers checked the area
but did not find anyone. Police Sunday, Nov. 15.
.
think it was set off by an emA student had a CD
ployee leaving for the day:
player, cassette deck, tuner
anda1.11plifiertaken from his
, room.
Saturday, Nov. 14.

Engineering students
win regional contest
by Greg Aldaya
Staff reporter

Central's industrial and engineering technology studcn ts
won first place in the ninth
annual Associated General
Contractors student chapter
convention held at Boise State
University Oct. 29- 31.
Ten Central students attended the convention and com-

peted with 10 regional schools
from around the Northwest,
including the University of
Washington and Washington
State University, said IET advisor Dave Carns.
The competition covered areas in surveying, estimating
and material quantity. Central placed first overall in competition and received first, second and third places respectively in individual competition.

Holiday
Full Meal
Dear

Joanne Anderson gets her throat sprayed by a college
nurse in the infirmary. Student health is a matter of prime
concern at a residence college, and Central is no exception.

BACCHUS
to auction
celebrity
items
by Michelle Miller
Staff reporter

Anyone in the market for an
unusual Christmas gift can get
one at the BACCHUS Celebrity Auction on Dec. 4 at 8 p.m.
in th~ SUB Theater.
BACCHUS members have
been hard at work since last
summer writing to celebrities
and requesting donations for
the auction.
The 77 items to be auctioned
include autographed photos
and posters, books, sports
equipment, and even two
passes to Graceland. Christina Applegate, Richard Petty
and Clint Eastwood are among
the stars who donated items.
"It looks like it will be a unique
event with a lot of special
items," said Jack Baker, coordinator of Central's Substance
Abuse Prevention Program.
"There's something here for
everybody."
Admission to the auction is
$1, and everyone who comes in
will be assigned a bidding
number. A number is necessary to place a bid.
There will be a viewing period from 6:30-7:30 p.m. 'to give
prospective bidders a chance
to look over the merchandise.
Items will be sold both
through silent auction, which
means bids are written down
next to the item, and through a
traditional auction.
Ed Snyder, a Physical Plant .
electrician and real-life auctioneer, will be taking bids
during the traditional auction.
The money brought in by the
auction will be used by BACCHUS for a number ofprojects,
including a campus designated
driver program for students.
Also, the club will use the
proceeds to purchase bar supplies for its non-alcohol special
event bars, and to send memberstotheNationalBACCHUS
Conference.
Lindsey Rude, 23, an elementary education major and past
BACCHUS officer, chaired the
event committee.
"It's something different to do
on a Friday night, and it's right
before finals. Take that study
break and dump allyourmoney
at the BACCHUS auction,"
Baker said.

TOP TEN GROSSEST
THINGS ON EARTH
I0. Naked fat guys on
vin~seats.

438 N Sprague
962-4380
In th~ Plaza Behind Safeway
The Salon that Speciolizes in:

•Precision Cuts.
• Perming & Coloring
While Supplies Last
:-<ow you can deck your halls with a collectible holida~· glass and get
a juiciiul Homestyle • Single. Burger. hot crisp fries. soft drink. and
a delicious. I-love-this-taste sundae ... all at
•
one great price. Start your collection now.
Just ask for the Holidav Full Meal Deal':'
I •
.\t Participatin~ Dairy Ou~n · Brazie( Stores.
•
I
• • ;

We Treat You Righf brazier
Dairy Queen· storM ate Ofoud ICJOftlOf'I of the CMdren ·s Mttacte Network
TetelN>n whtCf'I ~ tocat nospt.as tor cnlldfen
9

A9CJ

US P.1t ()It AVOO CO"O

• Pedicures & Manicures
• New/ Facial Waxing
Mon. -Sat.

Evenings By
Appointment

Walk ins Welcome!

9. Camel breath.
8. Thevomitscenein
The Exorcist.
7. Motel room artwork.
6. Ear wax musam.
5. The name "Mungo:'
. 4. Bean dip.
3. Nose hair.
2. Road Oysters.
I. Drugs.
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Students receive hands-on emergency training
by Kristy Craft
Special to the Observer

Approximately 40 Central
students are receiving handson medical training this quarter in the emergency medical
technician (EMT)..program.
Central's EMT program
trains students in techniques
and skills necessary to operate
ambulances, assist trauma and
illness victims, and transfer
injured patients from accident
scenes to hospitals.
EMT students receive training not only in the classroom,
but also in actual ambulance
and hospital settings. EMT
students spend at least one
shift per quarter at Kittitas
Valley Community Hospital,
and have the option of going to
St. Elizabeth's Hospital in
Yakima for further experience.
"I learned a lot," said EMT
student Denise Muir. "It was
incredible. They took my hand
and showed me everything they
could."
Dorothy Purser, EMT program director and founder, said
the program has grown and

changed considerably in the
past 20 years. State certification tests require EMT students to know more technical
skills each year.
"The base has become too
broad in areas," Purser said.
''We have to find time to cover
it all."
Purser believes the basis of
the program is to teach, demonstrate and physically practice what is taught in the
textbook. She praised the performance of her current EMT
class.
"It's been an outstanding
class, especially considering
how big it is," she said. "They
are eagerto learn, and ask great
questions."
Many students become interested in the EMT program after taking a first-aid, lifeguard
or ski patrol class. Often, EMT
students go on to become paramedics, nurses and doctors.
Chances are Central students
will personally need the help of
EMTs before they graduate,
even if they meet by "accident."
Students can rest assured
that if this happens, the EMTs
will be well-trained.

Kevin Lepow I The Observer

Central emergency medical technician student Bonnie Bonell checks the vital signs of
_ colleague David Johnson while Kristie Payne tracks her progress. All three students
have gained valuable experience at the Kittitas Valley Community Hospital through
Central's EMT training program.

You read it first in ...

The Observer

PRINClPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

Clip and Save

I $5.00 Off Coupon I

CASH FOR
CARING

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.

T

Everybody needs your help
sometimes, Jeffery needs your
help all the time. Jeffery is a
hemophiliac, like thousands of
other children. Jeffery needs
300 plasma donations a year.
just to live a normal life.

Bring ad for $5.00
New Donor Bonus

hink about supporting yourself for
twenty-five, thirty years or longer
in retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately,
you have one valuable asset in your
favor. Time.
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral.
Timeior your money to grow.
.
But starting early is key. Consider this:
if you begin saving just $100 a month at
age thirty, you can accumulate $192,539*
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside
$227 a month to reach the same goal.

At TIAA-CREF, we not only understand the value of starting early, we
can help make it possible-with flexible
retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education
and research are already enrolled in
America's largest retirement system.
Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
today and learn how simple it is to put
yourself through reti~ement when you
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.

Not valid with any other offer

THEAAgll~'1~

Expanded hours to serve you better .

7 days a week
Mon. - Thur. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Fri. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
26 S. 2nd St.• Yakima, WA• 457-787

Sui.rt pltinni'VJ your.future. Ciill our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:'
*A.muning an inltrtJI rolt of 7. 5% crtdilt~ lo TIAA Rttirtmtnl Annuiliu. Thu roll iJ UJtiJ Jokly to Jbow lot powtr anJ t/ftcl of t:ompouniJing. LOwtr orb· btr roltJ "'°"/J
proiJuct vtry iJ1fftrtnl rtJuUJ. CREF ctrli/1ealuart iJi.t1rihu1tiJ hy TIAA-CREF lniJiviJIUl! aniJ /nJ/ilutiJJnal Strvicu.
tg
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Central's infrastructure catches up with times
D Telecommunication network
features voice-mail, VAX computer
ports and miles of cabling
ing students to leave messages
with their instructors.
Staff reporter
When the project is completed,
there will be 246 video connections in 27 buildings around
Note: last week's article fo- campus for delivery of video in
cused on the video aspects of classrooms. Faculty at the
the Phase II telecommunica- north end of campus wilJ have
.. ... . .... . . . . . .
acce,s s
to
Central's VAX
computers for
the first time.
There is copper wire for
voice and data
communication, fiber optics between
cables, and coaxial cables for
video currently
being installed.
The total estimated cost for
the phase II
project is $1.4
million,
as
compared to
the$1.8million
cost of phase I,
said Haskett.
Phase I consisted m,ainly
of th~ installation of a teleby Greg Aldaya

students being the voice registration system, REGI, which is
already in place.
The · second most visible to
students is voice mail, allow-

for the administration office.
Phase II picks up by providingvoice serviceforoffcampus
programs such as library access so people off campus can

Joe Rose I The Observer

Jim Haskett, director of Central's information services, discusses aspects of the Phase II
telecommunication project.

see the card catalog; access for
faculty student advising by receiving mail and messages;
computer lab access; and
courses including live video
presentations.
In addition, several VAXports and video connections will
be installed at the north end of
campus.
Buildings included are

100% LIVE Instruction
for the Spring 1993 CPA & CMA Exams

Attend

RI GOS
CPA & CMA Review
Our students averaged 52.13 of
Ellensburg area successful CPA & CMA
candidates on the last exams.

RIGOS

Farrell, Health/P.E., Hebeler,
Hogue, Language &Literature,
Library, Michaelson, Psychology, Randall and the SUB.
In the future, Haskett sees
extending the voice response
system, REGI, to include financial aid, and eliminate
needless delays students encounter by contacting the financial aid office on the phone.

"This [phase II] is a real big
important step for us," said
Haskett. "What other schools
take for granted, we are finally
implementing."
The final part of the project
will provide disaster recovery
equipment for telephone
switch, enabling the telephone
system to be available in case
of disaster.

Answers to last
week's crossword puzzle ...

Write for
The Observer!

S A ME B L E S S
T E A M A I ME E
ER I E

Sign up for COM
468 winter quarter
and receive credit
for reporting, photography or production work. Contact Professor Gil
Neal in the communication department if interested.

PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION
PROGIV\MS. LID.

Open from 7 AM to 9 PM Daily

Our 42 class program is offered in
Bellevue beginning November 29th.
For further information

call (206) 624-0716

HORIZONS lJNLIMITED
PILOTS: Call 1-800-654-6037
Here's your opportunity to transition to a faster
airplane! You can get that sign off now with

Comfort
&Joy
The gift that turns a good Holiday into a great one. The
Original Birkenstock®Contoured Footbed provides firm
support that feels wonderful - and increases long term
comfort. Birkenstock~ The shape
of comfort.

(cffA..~j( INTERWEST AVIATION's]
PIPER ARROW CHECKOUT SPECIAL

$399.00
plus tax
INTERWEST AVIATION

Gift certifica.tu availa6!e!

MUN DY'S

4TH & PEARL
925-9725

~
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Students react to required
computerized place~ent tests

Chad Thornton

-

Ivett Michel

Ken Pinnell

Sheila Walton

"I think it's good idea
when you step back and
look at the whole pieture, but it is kind of a
hassle, especially the
way it's been organized
so far. People need to
know their basics-English, math and stuff."

"In a way it's good to
see if students are
learning, but it's three
hours of stress time for
students. I think they
should check students'
grades and only students
with low grades should
have to take it, for their
own sake, to see ifthey're
getting better."

"If you take it [as a
freshman] and pass it,
or take the 100-level
courses and pass them,
· you've proven competent
and shouldn't have to
take them again."

"It upsets me because
I feel like I'm being
caught in the bureaucracy. I don't have time
to prepare for the test. I
feel like my college career is on hold. It's disrupting a lot ofpeoples'
schedules."

- Chad Thornton,
sophomore computer science major.

- Ivett Michel,
sophomore psycho!ogy major.

- Ken Pinnell,
junior construction
management major.

- Sheila Walton,
sophomore anthropology major.

Ellensburg
925-6941
Corner 8th & Anderson
Hours:
11 a.m.-1 a.m. Sun.-Thurs; 11 a.m.-2a.m. Fri., Sat.
• OPEN FOR LUNCH EVERY DAY

............. .,.. ...........•
I

I

I
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OPINION
OBSERVANCE

Brave New Whirl

It's all coming up roses...
It all came up.roses once again; but did it?
Following two weeks of speculation involving the University
of Washington's football program and a loan given to Billy Joe
Hobert by a personal friend, the Pac-10 council decided Tuesday not to penalize the Huskies for Hobert's activity.
What this means is Don James and his delegation of purple
and gold followers will march into Pasedena Jan. 1 and
welcome the New Year at the second greatest place on Earththe Rose Bowl.
Great! Dandy! Go Dawgs! Everyone affiliated with the Huskies
now has something to cheer about. After all, didn't everyone
in this loan ordeal surface as a winner?
The football program will remain unscathed, one of the most
polished nationally. The .Dawgs won't lose their scholarship
funding, they won't lose national television appearances, and
they won't be denied a return trip to their home away from
home-the Rose Bowl. It looks like they won.
How about Billy Joe? The prize from Puyallup has an
opportunity to appeal his suspension and regain his eligibility
for next season. Or, at the very worst be forced to tum pro and
with his signing bonus alone, repay his $50,000 debt. It iooks
like he won.
What about those Husky faris? They can still boast their
beloved pups are best in the nation, or at least for now, fifth
best. They can go stock up on Bermuda shorts, tank tops and
suntan oil while partaking in the almost yearly ritual o
dusting off the musical rendition, "California Here I Come." It
looks like they won.
However, admist the hoopla surroundingTuesday's decision
something ~as lost.
.
'
There is the question, "Why can't athletes on full scholarship
in Division I NCAA schools be allowed to work? There is effort
not to separate student and athlete, yet, students have the
opportunity to work and pay debts, athletes in NCAA Division
I schools do not. Therefore, an athlete's moneymustbe generated
elsewhere Oooks like the adage athletics take top priority
applies here).
There is doubt concerning how much the Husky brass knew
about Hobert's loan decision. Over the past two weeks, conflicting stories have suggested the coaching staff knew nothing
about Hobert's decision and the coaching was informed Billy
Joe was borrowing money (hey, guys, someone's story isn't
straight here).
Curiosity also sparks as the question is asked,"Why can't
Hobert borrow money intending to repay his de~t with potential earnings?" After all, doesn't a medical school student
borrow money promising to repay it with potential earnings?
Hobert is a student, and students take out loans with intentions to repay their debts with future earnings, considering
their present earnings are next to nil.
With so much area left undefined, something definitely is
lost.
The football program lost its bid to remain unblemished.
Whether the Pac-10 Council gave the Huskies the A-OK is
irrelevant, there still lingers a scar; something lost.
How about Billy Joe? He lost the remainder of this year's
eligibility, possibly the remainder of his college career's eligibility; something lost.
What about those Husky fans? They lost most of all. Somewhere amongst a university of about 35,000 students someone
lost pride in that school, and without pride a university is lost.
Yes, overshadowing the cheers and excitement of Tuesday's
hoopla, something was lost.
Yeah, it all came up roses once again; the question is how
many thorns were on the bushel?
~
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LETTERS
Drug laws
harass
Americans
To the editor: .
What is the "War on Drugs"
and how are we handling this
so called "drug problem?"
. In recent years, American
women were hauled into court
and separated from their infants for having cocainetainted blood. People are being fired from their jobs and
labeled as addicts" due to the
results of less than accurate
urine tests. In 1985 the East
Rutherford, New Jersey
school system announced that
"no student would be allowed
to attend classes without first
submitting blood and urine
for drug test~- these results
would then be turned over to
police.
In Highland ,' Ind. 3,000
junior and senior students

were forced to sit still while
dogs sniffed them for drugs,
while being filmed by news
media. Is it not evident that
these anti.:drug tactics are in
direct violation of civil liberties? Is it possible that ordinary citizens, like you and me,
are a target for destruction?
If you examine the history of
drug laws, it is clearly evident
that they were passed in an
effort to harass certain segments of the population, not
control a "drug problem." In
1902, white Americans were
blaming economic hardship on
Chinese workers. Anti-opium
laws were a legal way for
whites to attack them, "if the
Chinaman cannot get along
without his dope, we can get
along without him." The San
Francisco Police Department
shows reports ofwhite women
and Chinamen side by side
under the effects of opium- "a
humiliating sight to anyone
who has anything left of
manhood."
In 1910, cocaine was linked
to African-Americans, which
"turns African-American
males into rapists."
In 1937, laws against marijuana (then known as "Mexican Opium") were passed in
an effort to force MexicanAmericans out of the country,
or into jail, so they could no
longer compete for Anglo jobs.
And even the outcries of the
American Medical Association, who wished . to keep
marijuana legally available,
- fell upon deaf ears and were
dismissed as irrelevant.
... and the money...$8.8 billion in 1989, for the "war"
alone.
· What drugs a person uses,
whether tobacco, alcohol,
heroin or marijuana- is not a
question of chemistry, but a
question of·morals. Observe
the medical facts on these

substances.
The police won't help you
here, little man. They can
catch thieves and can regulate
traffic, but they cannot get
freedom for you. You have
destroyed your freedom
yourself, and go on destroying it, with an inexorable
consistency.
I have myself acquired the
permission to engage in my
activities. Nobody can give it
to me. I am not a German, or
a Jew, or a Christian, or an
Italian, I am a citizen of the
Earth.
.
A free America, or a drugfree America- you can't have
both.
Greg Sperry

Siniley
advocates
joy, not LSD
To the editor:
The smiley face, the innocuous creature of the half-inch
circle; does he truly do any
harm? Is he promoting the
use of any particular drug? Is
he driving students to the
verge of suicidal tendencies?
Absolutely not. Smiley
JUSTHANGSOUT!Noharm
done. Hejustis. Smiley is there
to brighten your day, not harsh
your mellow. The campus of
Central Washington University is a sanctuary, and Mr.
Smiley Face is a part of it.
Smiley Face hangs · out in
the places that college students frequent (cash machines, Adeline's, undergar-

See SMILEY/ Page 7
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Trustees to consider
Smiley's here to stay
Every dollar you fire protection contract From SMILEY/ Page 6 the use of lysergic acid
diethylamide. In a blatant at-

~~-------.

Send helps people
Put their lives
back together•

The Board of Trustees of
Centra~ will C01_1Sider the fire
protect1onfundmgagreement
recently m~gotiated between
the university and the city of
E llen sburg. The public
Only $9 supplies towels and toilet
meeting begins at 11 a.m.
articles for someone who's lost
tomorrow in Bouillon' Hall,
everything, while $106 buys a
Room 143.
week's worth of food for a family
The board of trustees will
' be asked to vote on a motion
of four.
Thousands of Americans in recent
to authorize President Ivory
V. Nelson to sign the five months have lived through the
year fire protection funding
. dtvastati.on of hurricanes, fires, floods ,
contract. Theagreementconand tornadoes. While they're glad to
sists of a compensation
be alive, their needs are urgent.
package
totalling $184,422
You can help them through your
peryear,includinga$132,813
American Red Cross. Recent disaster
cash contribution by the uni-·
relief work has wiped out our
versity to the city. The difresources.
ference would be made up by
Every dollar counts. Please send
subsequent agreements for
your contribution to: American Red
Cross Disaster Relief Fund, Box
37243, Washington, DC 20013.
Or call toll free:

1-800-453-9000.

+

American Red Cross

the university to provide to
the city ballfie~ds, a well and
the opportunity for other
services at favorable rates.
In other matters , the trustees will consider personnel
recommendations,including
faculty merit, tenure-track
and non-tenured appointments.
Members will also receive
proposals to accept as completed remodelingprojectsin
Nicholson Pavilion, track and
field resurfacing and the
Bouillon east entry modifications.
The trustees will hear status reports for several capital projects, including Barge
Hall renovations and the
animal research facility.

President Ivory V. Nelson
will once again participate in
the "Let's Communicate" television show Thursday, Dec. 3
at 7p.m.
The show will bebroadcasted
live from campus and can be
viewed on channel 2.
Nelson will answer call-in

questions from students, faculty, staff and the community.
He first appeared on the
hour-long show last spring.
answering call-in questions
live over the air.
The call-in numbers will be
posted on the TV screen.

Arts !,. Crafts • Entertainment • Food • Santa Claus Pictu_..-es

December 2, 3 & 4 .• SUB
Entertainment Schedule
Wednesday Dec. 2

Gordan Niel Herman
Holiday Jazz Piano
11:00-1:00
Thursday Dec. 3

Windy City Trombone Quintet
12:00-1:00 .
.Friday Dec. 4

Reuel Lubag
HolidayJazz Piano
12:00-2:00

~

.'

We Have
102 Faces ...

Nelson to answer questions

ware2Fa1r

~

tempt to pull some deeper inments). He is an integral part ner meaning out of the Smiley
ofall ofour lives, and he is here Face phenomenon, the innocence of?vlr. Happy is degraded
to stay.
As we accumulate life expe- to the point of relating him to
riences, we have found more drug use.
Our suggestion to anybody
and more unhappy people. Regardless of any niceties that who is finding it difficult to
we attempt to interject into any deal with a little bit of happiparticular individual's life, we ness in their lives is to read
are still met with chagrin. Mr. the article on stress in last
·smiley Face is a message to all week's Observer ("Stress: It's
the mental senior citizens out Controlling the Lives of Stuthere to lighten up and have a dents), or call the crisis line at
good time. That is all that 925-4168.
Smiley is about-having a good
Sincerely,
time.
· Many people have misconMarc Vuylsteke, Trevor
strued the message of the
smiley face as the promotion of Jones and Brent Luedke

Desserts
Ethnic Foods
Baked Potatoes
Sandwiches
Candy
Gingerbread Cookies
Christmas Cookies ·
and Other Baked Goods

.Don't forget to get your picture taken with Santa!

To look great on paper,·you need gorgeous type.
Our Macintosh and Compugraphic typsetting system
contains over 102 different typefaces. That's awesome type,
only available from you know who ...

3rd &Main

(509) 925-1234
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Committee restructuring
changes balance of power
on the standing committee lisf
Before restructuring there were 49 committees, and after the process, more than 30
remain. Ten of the committees were deleted,
and committees that were duplicates were
combined to create blanket committees with
more duties.

adjustments can't be made in these memberships," he added.
According to Schliesman, committee memberships are determined by the purpose,
function and responsibilities of each committee.
"For examplf!, if it's a committee that impactsfaculty,itwillbeprimarilyfacultymemhers," Schliesman said.
The restructuring was done by the members

E~~~2~~:~~t~1i~ i••

ttl111' ~fil~~~~k~:~:::~

From COM I Page 1

~;~~::::~;~:::i::~ 1111.\1111 ~!!~~~~;! o~:l~~!

Who smokes?
According to the u~s. Department of
Health and Human Services' National
Health Interview survey in 1988 (age 18
and over):
By sex and age
40
35
30
25

20
15
10

5
0

18-24 years

25·4' years

45-84 years

85-74 years

By race and sex

need to have understood is that committee
structure is a fluid kind of operation within
the whole organization. The committee compositions and responsibilities change with
changes in organization and leadership,"
Schliesman said.
"As we went through, we neglected to have
certain types of representation. We have
since added that. There is no reason why

You read it first in

But with some of the combined committees, I
don't know if they will be able to get all their
jobs done," Schliesman added.
Seibel said that though the restructuring
may benefit students, they should not have
been left out of the planning process.
"I think the restructuring is good, but the
manner and process in which is was executed
was very poor," he added.

Blacks

Hispanics

By education level

From SM.CKE I Page 1

STUDENTS & FACULTY
Planning a Christmas party
for your club, organization,
'-"---......_.
or friends?
LARGE or SMALL
Call for personalized
party ideas
Sat. & Sun. 5 p.m.

Whites

•Males

Great Am.erican Sinokeout

hours.
Three days later, 5.8 million
were still not smoking.
Cadden encouraged smokers
According to the National
- - - - - - - - - - - C a n c e r Society, 35.5% (17.7 to participate in the smokeout
million) of the nation's smok- this year.
GRAND CBNTRAL ers participated in the 1991 "It's a lifestyle choice," she
said. "Take a step in the direcsmokeout.
THEATER
Out of the group, 7 .1 million tion of making your life
stayed off cigarettes for 24 healthier."

The Observer

All races

75+ years

CINDA'S 925-4686

SANTA WILL BE AT THE
WARE FAIR
SHOULDN'T YOU?

-~-----HAVE YOUR PICTURE TAKEN
WITH SANTA AT THE

S.C.E.C

BOOTH
IN THE LAIR ROOM

DECEMBER 2,3 & 4

No high
school
diploma

High
school
diploma

Some
college

College
degree

Smoking, cancer and mortality:
• The American Cancer Society estimates there will be 168,000 new cases
of lung cancer and 146,000 cancer
deaths in 1992. Cigarette smoking is
responsible for 90% of lung cancer cases
among men and 79% among women about 87% overall.
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Job seekers: patience urged·

WSL elects new president
From WSL I Page 1
singled out, and the transition
took place witliout any real
contention."
Eric Christensen had no comment.
"
Eric Peter disagreed. "They
are deceiving," he said. "It's
ironic that the man I beat in
May replaced me."
Peter said Christensen and
Steele "are good friends." He
also said "the sole intent of the
Central representative (Scott
Westlund) was to bring me
down."
But Shawn Christie, Central' s
vice president for clubs and
organizations, who attended
the Nov. 14 meeting, said, "It
wasn't Central's fault. WSU
and UW thought it appropriate. Proper procedures were
followed."
The board's focal point of
concern was whether an ideal
quorum, i. e. two representatives from each university,
conducted the May 2 election.
WWU and UW representatives
were absent, even though
proxies attended.
Peter countered that "it's not
true that they (WWU and UW)
weren't present. The minutes
ofthe May 2 meeting state that
Efic Christensen proxied for
Mark Aaserud of WWU and
Jennifer Coombs for Branden
Edmiston of UW."
He said if the representatives
themselves didn't want to vote,
that was their problem. "It
comes down to two things:
priority and choice. They decided not to come."
Peter said according to the
WSL constitution, the board's
chair or acting chair can start a
meeting and make decisions
without a quorum after waiting
15 minutes and if 12 board
members are present (out of
the total of 17). ·
"That pretty much nullifies
concerns that WWU and UW
weren't present," Peter said.
"The meeting was announced
well in advance, about a month
earlier."
In a letter by the UW Graduate & Professional Student
Senate, signed by Dineen, to
fellow WSL Board of Directors
members, GPSS stated, "At this
point WSL, in our opinion, is
seriously lackfugin perspective
regarding either direction or
leadership."
"That is not necessarily about
me," Peter said. Christie al-

(i'

11 the

FAX SERVICE 962-2719

·

·

COPF

shop

• FULL SERVICE •
We do the work for you!
NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
10:00 AM TO 2:00 PM

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
•Also Available•
T

ransparoncies
LaminatJOn
Folchng
Stapling Comb Binding
Roducllons

Self-Adhesive Labels
Perforating

Volo Binding

Enlargements

Class Packets

Cutllng

Carbonless Forms

over-Sized copies
Color Copies

Macintos~~:;i;:~ ~~:; Prints
THE COPY SHOP
5th & Ruby, Ellensburg
2
9
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WOOSTER, Ohio (CPS)Don't expect too much too
soon. That's the advice of a
career counselor who has developed some points that
should be considered by college graduates who are
seeking jobs.
College graduates rarely
win up making $40,000 a
year after graduation. According to Hoyte Wilhelm,
director of career developmen t and placement at the
College ofWooster, the average salaryforentry-leveljobs
is $15,000 to $25,000, depending on the industry.
Wilhelm also warned that

new job seekers should not
expect to get hefty benefits
packages that include pension plans, extensive medical
coverage and stock options.
Many corporations are reducing benefits packages.
.New job holders shouldn't
make the mistake of putting
in only the required hours or
the minimum level of performance.
In order to get ahead, be
prepared to work longer
hours and perform tasks that
may seem routine or boring
because supervisors Will be
taking note, Wilhelm suggested.

leged that Central had not rePeter asserted he told the
board before the election on
ceived the letter.
Peter said GPSS's "concern May 2 he was willing to resign
was unwarranted because I as ASCWU president if that
submitted my agenda con-. were in conflict, or that he
cerning WSL's direction to the would relinquish his duties a
board prior to the meeting. I few days earlier to be eligible
talked to every single student for election.
representative about WSL's
But by a consensus of the
direction."
board members, he said, "in
But he got no return calls for the interest of advancing the
a long time, he said. And when student agenda, it wasn't conhe did, there was a lack of en- sidered necessari."
thusiasm, he said.
Peter said he questions the
Peter also suggested an Oct. propriety ofsome board actions.
10 meeting to talk about WSL's He wonders whether the board
lack of funds, but met resis- violated the Washington Open
tance from Christensen, Steele Public Meetings Act by not anand Chris Putnam, the ASUW nouncing the Nov. 14 meeting
vice president for finance and the required 24 hours in adbudget.
vance of taking action.
"No one ever called me back,"
He also said, "Dull was not
Peter said.
even a board member when he
Steele raised questions about was elected in May, i.e. ineliPeter's eligibility to hold the gible to run, but my eligibility
position ofWSL president, for was a big deal." Peter said he
which three criteria are used thinks this is proof that "they
according to the constitution:
wanted to replace me with a
n He must be at least a half- friend."
time (six credits) student.
He added that "WSL ... still
n He must be a voting member has the pot~ntial to do great
of the WSL Board of Directors. things for students, but what I
n He must have paid $1 into am skeptical of now is indithe WSL fund.
vidual leadership on the state
Answering to these concerns, board.
Peter, who held the one-year
" My opinion of a few of these
volunteer position from June 1 students has changed in light
untilN()v. 14, said he is enrolled of what has transpired. I now
for seven credits at Central this question the intent of some of
quarter. He said he is a senior · these'leaders'from WSU, UW,
pursuing a second bachelor's - EWU and Central, whether
in political science.
their best interest is in that of
He graduated from Central the students, those that WSL's
with a bachelor's in public re- sole intent and purpose is to
lations in spring.
serve, or in that of themselves
Peter quoted from the WSL and their own personal agenconstitution that the WSL das."
president "must be a board
He added "a piece of advice:
member who is not a proxy, When you are lobbying you are
president of an associated only as effective as your word f.;I~fi:.t:'Wfi
student or graduate and pro- is good."
The City of Ellensburg, in conjunction with Bonneville Power Administration,
fessional student government."
When asked to confirm ruis starting a new program to promote water and energy conservation.
He said at the time of his mors that he had said after the
election as WSL president, he Nov. 14 meeting he was going
• Bring in ~·our old shower head to the second floor of City Hall, 420 N. Pearl.
was Central's AS president. to sue WSL, he said, "That's a
•The City will give you a new more efficient model and take SI0.00 off vou~
next utility bill.
·
His duties as WSL president blatant lie."
would start on June 1, but his
He later said, "I am not say• The new shower head will help reduce both your water and your power
bill each month.
duties as ASCWU president ing I am finished by any
wouldn't expire until a few days means."
For details call us at 962-7224 or 962-7243.
later. ·
• Residential utility customers of the City of Ellensburg only.

ELLENSBURG
R _E CYCLING
& JANSEN
DISTRIBUTING

~

Artistry

of Eileen & Co.

Specials thru Dec. 12
Acrylic or fiberglas$
Nails

Hair cuts by Rebecea
Saturdays only

$39.95

Save 15 %

418 N. Pine

925-9715

Have joir:ied forces to help make you
part of the ~INIER RECYCLING TEAM

r-------------------,

• Rre you Prepared
: for Winter Driuing?
I

•

Cnrry chains at all· times and know
how to install them
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,
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htda
Thursday
Nov.19

Friday
Nov. 20

Saturday
Nov. 21

•Orchesis Dance Theatre, open rehearsal of
dances in progress, Nicholson Pavilion, rm.
106, 4 p.rn.
•Senate of Student Organizations meeting,
SUB 208. 4 v. m.
•Board of trustees meeting, Bouillon, rm.
143, 11 a.rn.

aw e

•"The Merchant of Venice," Tower Theatre,
8 p.rn., $6 regular, $4 students and senior
citizens (Thursdays: two-for-one ticket
prices)

•Symphonic Band Concert, conducted by
Andrew Spencer, Hertz Recital Hall, 8
p.rn., $3/general, students free

•The bands Harnrnerbox, The Divining
Rods, and The Pages will play in the SUB
Ballroom, 8 p.rn., $6/advance, $7/door

•"The Merchant ofVenice," Tower Theatre,
8 p.rn., $6 regular, $4 students and senior
citizens
•"Shakespeare Today," informal discussion
at Donaghadees restaurant, immediately
following the performance
•"The Merchant of Venice," Tower Theatre, 8 p.rn., $6 regular, $4 students ~d
senior citizens

.,.

•Cross Country: Brent Hooper, NAIA
Nationals, Kenosha; Wis.

•Seattle Seahawks vs. Kansas City chiefs

Sunday
Nov. 22

•Children's story hour, University Bookstore, 12:30-1:30 p.rn.
•Prep Program, student concert, Hertz,
rm. 119, 3 p.rn.
•Senior recital, Theresa Eade, flute, Hertz
Recital Hall. 8 n.rn.
•Classic Film Series: "The Wages of Fear,"
McConnell Auditorium, 7 p.rn., $2.50

-

.

Monday
Nov. 23

Tuesday
Nov. 24

•University Orchestra Concert, conducted
by Daniel Baldwin, Hertz Recital Hall, 8
p.rn., $3/general, students free

.
•Thansgiving holiday begins at noon,
campus offices closed

Wednesday
Nov. 25
•Thanksgiving Day

•Disney on Ice, Sun Dorne

Thursday
Nov. 26

YO·U REA LY
SHOULD KNOW
MO EA OUT
YOU
MOTO
OIL

MEN'S &
WOMEN'S

'

E

HIKERS
BY NIKE
Furthermore, one-third the energy is
required to re-refine a quart of new
motor oil from used motor oil when
compared to refining the same quart
from virgin oil.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
LORINDA ANDERSON 925-6688

3= FALL COLORS - ·
~ GREAT WINTER BOOTS
SALE ENDS
Thursday
Nov. 28

Don't Drink
And Drive.
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WSL hopes to add
student trustee
by Joe Butler
Staff reporter

At its first meeting of the year
last weekend at Western
Washington University, the
Washington Student Lobby
created its agenda for the upcoming year, which included
several proposals for the state
Legislature and the election of
a new chair.
At the meeting, chairman
Eric Peter, a Central student,
was_ replaced by Eric
Christensen, a student at
Eastern Washington University.
However, according to Shawn
Christie, 20, Central's vice
president for clubs and organizations, the election was just
a small part of the two-day
meeting.
Along with the elections,
WSL also made plans to benefit
students, such as placing a
student on each state
institution's board of trustees,
and the Washington College
Promise program, which offers
financial aid for students regardless of their income.

Christie is enthusiastic about
WSL's agenda.
"Things are rolling along very
well, and -we are making big
strides this year," he said.
Christie attributed this enthusiasm to the fact that WSL
has confidence that many of its
proposals will pass this year,
especially the student trustee
proposal, which failed in the
House last year.
"We would really like to see
this go through this year," he
said. "Our lobbyist thinks we
have a good chance."'
Ken Jacobsen, representative from the 46th district and
chair of the Higher Education
Committee, has also offered his
support to Central and WSL.
Jacobsen has been active in
proposing several bills in the
past, including the College
Promise Program.
The Promise bill, which was
proposed for the past three
years, was blocked, according
to Christie. He believes that
some of the legislators who
previously blocked WSL bills
are no longer in office and that
the new legislators may pass
the bills a little more easily.

Debbie Reynolds I The Observer

Central student Brian Scott, a senior, relaxes after donating blood in the Nov. 3-4 blood
drive. Scott was one of approximately 190 students who donated blood.

There will be ·no Observer next week.
Have a happy and safe Thanksgiving !

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE • FALL QUARTER 1992
Professors will arrange the time of the exams for any classes not shown in
the following schedule:
Final exam hours
llsuu: 5'li!11 m~~t1 llil~I ~H! Dl~i!
Ms;mdi&~

10:00

Dec. 7
2:00
11u~~dii!~

MWF, Daily
TR
MWF, Daily
TR

8:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
12:00-2:00
2:00-4:00

MWF,Daily

3:00

MWF,Daily
TR

8:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
12:00-2:00
2:00-4:00

8:00

MWF, Daily
TR
MWF, Daily
TR

8:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
12:00-2:00
2:00-4:00

MWF, Daily

8:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
12:00-2:00
2:00-4:00

11:00

TR

Dec. 8

~d.n~!i!d~

Dec.9
1:00
IhJJmd~

9:00

TR

Dec.10
12:00
~

MWF, Daily
TR

All other class periods

8:00-10:00

Dec.11

FRIDAY NIGHT

Your

$3 .50 for a 60oz. Pitcher
at the

cwu

BEST WESTERN
Also Karaoke contest• 1st prize $25 dinner in restaurant

Watch for our weekly drink specials

THE
l\f~).'lE

New Location:
421 N. Pearl
925-3159

Christmas Headquarters

Student Days
Monday and
Tuesday!

Al!!~~!!1
Wolff Tanning Systems

12visits For $35.00
Facial Special

~~p~ie9n~ng facial

1 hour

Regularly $35.00

• • • Think Christmas
• • • Think CWU Sweatshirts,
·T's and Caps
• • • Think J errol 's

111E8th

Jerrol's
I
rl
:I111

I:1~~11 ~ ~ i'IH1!1\I ~:Ii

925-9851
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SCENE
Central's drama department adds new talent
the United States.
"The Lion in Winter."
"Everybody, in China wants Two degrees and a handful of
to come to tbe United States," achievements did not stop the
Staff reporter
she said. "I feel that America is aspiring designer from learna very good country, full of ing more.
freedom
and
constant Her final learning experience
Central's drama department progress."
came at Cornell University in
is dressing from head to toe by · - - - - - - - - - - - New York, where she served a
the newest addition to its
two-year teaching practicum
theatrical productions proin costume design.
gram, costume designer Tan
"I had to design shows, teach
Huaixiang. and work," she said.
Huaixiang has a long acaFinally,inAugust, Huaixiang
demic history and many
arrived in Ellensburg to offer
worthwhile personal accomthe Central drama department
plishments along the way.
her talents and expertise.
She was born and raised in
"Central is a smaller school,
the western portion ofBeijing,
and I find the students here
China, and after her basic
are hard workers," she said.
education she attended the
Huaixiang has been working
Central Institute ofDrama for
on costumes for the current
four years.
performance of Shakespeare's
The institute ranks as the
"The Merchant ofVenice."
number one theater arts
After arriving in the United
"All the costumes are made
school in China and prides States, Huaixiang hit the books by the students, and I basiitself on its challenging ad- once again and set her sights cally supervise and add the
mittance standards.
on a master's in theater arts at finishing touches," she said,
"To be admitted to this pro- Utah State University.
adding that the costumegram, I had to pass a test As a graduate student at Utah making process is time-conshowing my qualifications in State, ~he made a name. for suming and costly.
artandmyinterestindrama," herself m the costume design- _ "Sometimes especially two
Huaixiang said.
ing world.
.
weeks before ~ performance, I
While attending school, she
. She was honored with na- don~tgohomeuntiltwoorthree
received her bachelor's of fine bonal first runner-up for her in the morning" she said.
arts in costume and makeup costumes in the play, "The
Huaixiang said she is enjoydesign.
Walker in the Snow," and also ing her time at Central. She
In 1986, she and her hus- was named regional winner in hopes one of these days she'll
band decided it was time foi: the Rocky Mountain Theater be able to escape her designing
them to leave China and visit Association for her designs in and walk downtown.
by Amy Gillespie

"Central is a
smaller school,
and I find that
the students
here are hard·
workers."
--Tan H uaixiang

Veteran's drive hopes to raise $2,500
Local western artist Paul
Crites designed the memorial.
Staff reporter
It will consist ofa concrete pad,
measuring 20 feet by 20 feet,
From Arlington National two cement benches and a 30Cemetery to the Vietnam War foot flag pole ofbrushed alumiMemorial, veteran memorials num.
Both parties expect to begin
have been known as places for
friends, families and those who work on the memorial in the
served to pay respect to those spring.
"We hope that, weather
who died serving their country.
The Kittitas County Viet- permitting, it will be finished
nam Veterans of America and by Memorial Day," said Joe
High Valley Cemetery are Hill, president of the Kittitas
spearheading a drive to con- chapter of the Vietnam Veterstruct a Veteran's Garden at ans of America.
Three years ago, members
the High Valley Cemetery in ·
of the Kittitas County VVA
Ellensburg.
The drive began Sept. 28 were holding a veterans meand will continue until the morial meeting, and talk be$2,500 goal has been reached. gan about building some sort
by Dan White

of memorial as a way to honor
Kittitas County veterans. Hill
said a woman donated one
hundred dollars to get the ball
rolling on the project.
High Valley Cemetery has
donated one of its three sections for the memorial and
burial for veterans and their
families.
"The veterans will not be
scattered over three sections,"
Hill said. "They will have their
own section, with their loved
ones."
The VVA got involved with
High Valley Cemetery mainly
because Hugh Closten, the only
known Kittitas Valley resident
to die while serving in the Vietnam War, is buried there. /

Tan Hualxlang makes adjustments on a costume. She
has designed many costumes for theater productions at
universities such as Cornell University In New. York.
She Is now designing costumes at Central. She has
currently working on costumes for "The Merchant of
Venice."
·

Casting calls for all
by Amy Giiiespie
Staff reporter

Central's theater arts department conducted open
auditions for five shows this
quarter.
People who were interested
in performing in the shows
auditioned to a group ofCentral students in the "Appreciation of Theater" class and
other drama buffs.
They were notified Nov. 17
if they received a part in a
show.
The theater department and
Hertz Hall also posted the
results on call boards Tues-

day morning.
The casting call was for
shows scheduled for February
and March.
For February, "Master
Harold... and the Boys" is
scheduled.
For March, three shows are
planned. The family theater
musical "Cinderella" and
"Quilters," both directed by
Central student Kyton
Richards, are scheduled to
play before spring break..
Central's music and theater
, departments will also present

See CAST I Page 15
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Nine Inch Nails depicts gloomy life
by Kristy Ojala
Copy editor

You only need one four-letter
word as an excuse to run out
and buy Nine Inch Nails' new
six-song EP, "Broken"--REGI.
Let the creator of NIN, Trent
Reznor, be your tour guide
through registration Hadeshe provides great background
screeching as you discover all
of your desired classes are
closed.
"Broken" is one of those CDs
that makes you feel a little bit
sorry for the neighbors, but
then you smile evilly and turn
the blessed thing up to 10
anyway.
So what if a good chunk of
the lyrics are indiscernible! It
generates enough energy to
make picking hairballs off the
carpet seem fun.
The opening cut, "Pinion," is
.a minute-long instrumental
c_ourtesy ofReznor's electronic
system.

"The slave
thinks he is released from
bondage only to
find a stronger
set of chains.'~
--Trent Reznor
It sounds like someone sawing on the carcass of a large
animal, yvfth some Depeche
Mode-ish backing rhythms
thrown in for good measure.
Reznor vowed this album
would sound nothing like his
first, "Pretty Hate Machine,"
and musically it doesn't. It's
less boppy, with more grating
and screaming noise--almost
mistakable for Ministry's
trademark barrage.
The theme, though, is strikingly familiar.
The lyrics are still Armageddon-propelled, and I wouldn't

Kylynn K. Kosoff/ The Observer

-

Kristy Ojala

be surprised to learn that the
leader of NIN once had a really
mean Sunday school teacher.
The release contains. the
same old, misery-ridden referrals to God, hell, ex-girlfriends
and suffering, all ofwhich leave
me wondering how Reznor even
hauls himself out of bed in the
morning.
The perfectly-titled fourth
song, "Help Me I am in Hell," is

a great, wordless lead-in to the
fifth track, "Happiness in Slavery."
This is one of the few areas
where the line between new
and old Nails becomes dangerously thin.
Hey, nostalgia isn't all bad.
Some ofthe new albums were
packaged with a bonus miniCD single, but the one I had
just silently ticked from track

six to 98.
Then it exploded into a song
that sounded like it was recorded in Satan's train station
(supposing such a structure
exists).
The mystery track's chorus
is "You're just too physical to
me," probably the closest to
receiving a compliment
Reznor's beloved will ever get.
The fun doesn't stop there,
though. Track 99 follows a
beep-grate-beep-scrape formula, fronted by a screaming
"How does it feel?!"
Reznor conveys an "It's OK
to hate people and life" motto,
allowing his fans to make one
big mosh pit of doom.
In the album's liner notes, he
writes, "The slave thinks he is
released from bondage only to
find a stronger set of chains."
So much for that "life is a
highway" song.
"Last," the third cut on "Broken," is currently in regular
rotation on college radio stations, including Central's
'KCAT.

,Ski club members hope for expansion
by Scotty Siefert
Staff reporter

Attention all you bump
bashin,' cliff jumpin,' powder
doggin' ski freaks: Central's
Powderhounds Ski Club is
looking for you!
Formed as an organization
last year, the Powderhounds
are eagerly anticipating the
upcoming ski season and
hoping to increase the number
of club members.
Central students Ryan
Leland and Matt Strong, both
sophomores in business, and
Eric Parker, a senior in accounting and finance, coordinate the activities for the
~fledgling club.
Parker, the club's treasurer,
helped run the Powderhounds
last year, but he passed the
torch to Leland and Strong to
ensure the club remains at
Central.
"We both want to pass the
club tradition on (to future
Central students)," Strong
said when asked why he and
Leland joined the club.
Last year, the Powderhounds
took an exciting trip to Red
Mountain in British Colum -

bia. There the members got the
opportunity to meet the owner
of the mountain.
This year they expect the trip
to be even better, because the
club will stay at a nicer hotel
and travel in a chartered bus.
Club members met and skied
with the owner of Red Moun-

tain last year, who showed
them some of the more challenging slopes at the ski area.
The ski trip is from Dec. 31
until Jan. 3, which gives
members three days of skiing
in the famous Kootenai
Mountains, known as one of
the best powder resorts in
North America.
The Powderhounds is a nondiscriminatory club open to
skiers of all skill levels, and
Leland, the club's vice president, encourages anyone to
join.
Central's Club Senate provides travel money for the
Powderhounds, but leaves the
decision-making about the
club's activities up to Leland,
Parker and Strong.

The three hope to have more
people join the club for additional input concerning activities, and also to have members
who can lead the club next year.
Parker, Strong and Leland
have had great experiences
with the people in the club, and
they anticipate making new

Where will you be in the Spring of 1993?

Cologne, GERMANY
Morelia, MEXICO

• Annual Exams
• Low Cost Birth Control
•Pregnancy Testing
•Information
• Infection Diagnosis & Treatment

ELLENSBURG• 312 N. PINE• 925-7113

Tokyo, JAPAN

London, ENGLAND
Siena, ITALY

Parenthood

friends this ski season.
"You can meet a lot of people
who like to ski and have plenty
of fun," Powderhounds president Strong said.
They are also planning a trip
to Silver Mountain in Kellogg,
Idaho, at the end of winter
quarter.

Athens, GREECE

Avignon, FRANCE
You could be studying abroad!
Nomi Pearce
Study Abroad/Exchange Advisor
International Programs
Central Washington University
963-3612
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tJ ·Dracula's evil ~eturns in the 90s

by Scotty Siefert
Staff reporter

Brace yourselves for the return ofa creature so horrific, so
vile, that he is entirely bent on
inflicting a wrath of violence
against all of humanity.
In Bram Stoker's "Dracula,"
Francis Ford Coppola somehow

weaves together a vicious and
vengeful psychosis with an extreme sexual lust to fashion
certainly the most curious
Dracula character ever.
Perhaps if I had this entire
· issue ofThe·Observerto·do so,
I could sufficiently attempt to
describe the most confusing
movie, but a broad overview
will have to do.

In the year 1462, Count
Dracula (Gary. Oldman), an
honored and powerful knight,
faced insurmountable odds in
defending his Eastern European homeland from hordes of
pagan invaders sweeping in
from the Far East.
Although he was victorious in
the battle, he returned home to
find his bride-to-be (Winona
Ryder) dead, a victim ofsuicide.
She had thrown herself from
the top of the castle upon receiving a false report of his
death.
Enraged at God for allowing
his bride to perish while he
was fighting in the 'na:me of
Christianity,- Dracula vows to
gain revenge·against both God
and the powers of Christianity
in the name of the dark side.
Thus, the story of Dracula was
born.
Enter Keanu Reeves and the
year 1898, when the bizarre
tale really starts.
As Jonathan, Reeves is a
young apprentice trying to join
a lofty company in London. To
prove his abilities, he is sent to
Transylvania in Eastern Europe 19 negotiate a business
deal with a certain ancient and
evil count.
Little does Jonathan know
that Dracula has a method to
his madness: he buys property
in England so he can prey on
Jonathan's bride-to-be, Mina
(Ryder), who is actually ·the
count's ancient love interest
reincarnated in Mina's body.

Debbie Reynolds I The Observer

--Scotty Siefert

Back in Transylvania,
Jonathan has managed to escape and finally returns to
London to be reunitecfwith his
lovely Mina, who is starting to
fall under Dracula's spell..
With the ravages of the vampire disease upon her, Lucy
exhibits increasingly irrational
behavior, causing both her
personal doctor and fiance ~ to
call upon the services of Dr.
Van Helsing (Anthony
Hopkins), a world-renowned
blood doctor.
He immediately diagnoses her
condition, and learning that the
real Dracula is in town, sets
out witli Reeves, Lucy's fiance,
and a handful of other men to
destroy the count.
.Since Dracula has also bitten
the innocent Mina, inflicting
her with the deadly Dracula
disease, it is a race against
time to hunt him down, a journey which eventually takes
everyone back to Transylvania
for the anti-climactic conclusion.
Whew! That was a mouthful.
If you are as confused as I am,
then I've done a fair job of summarizing "Dracula."
This movie is so complex, so
fuzzy and dark, that at times it
seems just like a faint dream.
If you have· a chance to view
this flick at 5 a.m. when you're
still picking the crust out of
your eyes, do it. It might just

Though the business deal is
concluded in a short amount of
time, Dracula orders his loyal
group of vamp-whores to hold
Jonathan hostage, and they
alternate orgies with bloodletting to keep him weak.
In the meantime, Dracula
himself has slipped over to
England and caught the fancy
efMina, who is enchanted with
the stranger she feels she
knows from her past.
Ever the dirty old vampire,
he takes the liberty ofviolating
Mina's frivolous and sexy friend
Lucy (Sadie Frost), preying on
her sexual drive to get what he
wants.
In the process, the horny count
plants a patented bite on her
inviting neck, and proceeds to
suck on her blood periodically See MOVIE I Page 15
to stay alive.

Student Senate of Organizations
Here is a list of all currently recognized clubs and organizations. If you would like to have your organization
recognized stop by the Board of Directors office in SUB 103 and pick up a recognition form.
Alpha Kappa Psi
Alpha Epsilon Rho

Catholic Campus Ministry
Campus Crusade tor Christ

Accounting Club

Central Theatre Club

Actuarial Science
Advertising Club
Adventure Pursuits in Education
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers

Eta Sigma Gamma/Health Education Club
F.l.R.E.

Circle K International

GAL.A.

CWU Collegiate DECA

GEO Club

GWU Cross Country Runner's Club

Gerontolo_gy Society
Home Builders Club

CWU Cycling Club
CWU 4X4 Club
CWU Lacrosse Club

Phi Beta Lambda .

CWU Women's Rugby

Physical Education/Fitness Club .
PSICHI
Public Relations Student Society of America
Residence Hall Council
SALT Company
Society for Human Resource Management
Society of Physics Students

International Business Club
International Reading Association

S.T.E.P.S.
Student Affiliates of the American Chemical

American Society of Safety Engineers
Anthropology Students·Association
Apparel Marketing Club

CWU Native American Council

International Student Association
Institution of Electrical & Electronic Engineers

Asi an Pacific Islander Student Uriion
Association for Computing Machinery

CWU NSR/Biathlon Team
CWU Nutrition Club

Law & Justice Student Association
LOSSA

Association of Construction Managers

CWU Powderhounds
CWU Rugby Club

MENC

CWU United We Stand Committee

Phase II

Young Democrats

Phi Alpha Theta - History Club

Young Entrepreneurs Association

BACCHUS
Baptist Student Ministries ·

L.Business and EConomics Club
............

~

CWU Marketing Club

Multi Media Communications Club

CWU Washington Student Lobby

Society (Science Clu~)
Student Association of Fashion Designers
Student Council for Exceptional Children
Student Member Section of AHEA
Tourism Resort Association of Central

..... __-;-

UPCOMING EVENTS. .. ·

COMING
WINTER
QUARTER
Wednesda~·s

BOARD OP DIRECTORS
Meets \:,Ved, Nov. 2S at 12pm in SUB 103
STUDENT SENATE
Meets Thurs., NoY. 19 at 4pm in SUB 208 ·
BOARD Of, TRUSTEES
Meets I?ri., Nov. 20 at 1 lam in BU 143:,,
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY
Nov. 26 at 12pm until Nov. 29 ·

-lpm-6pm

~S~OCIATED

.........AS CWLT

STUDENTS OF CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
_SUB 106
963-1693
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

_____ _

_ __
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Dancers dazzle crowd
by Elizabeth Maw
Staff reporter

The weather was cold and
soggy during the CentralWhitworth football game Oct.
31, but 14 energetic dancers
entertained the small halftime
crowd.
J Central's dance team, Phase
II, organized last year, gained
official club status this year.
The team has officers just
like other clubs and is headed
by President Lisa Schade.
- The club supports itself
• through various fundraisers.
Schade said the purpose of
Phase II is to entertain and
promote school spirit.
Fifteen dancers, including alternates, are selected at the
end of each spring quarter.
Candidates learn routines for
three days and audition on the
fourth day. Each candidate
must also choreograph a short
routine of his or her own.
The team practices three days
a week, with extensive rehearsals as -performances approach.
At this year's summer camp
at the University of California,
Santa Barbara, four Phase II
dancers, including Schade,
Mechelle Rowell, Trina Honn
and ShalmaWellington, attended.
· Twelve Central cheerleaders
also made the trip.
Schade and Rowell both
agreed the camp was worth
their time.
"It was very effective because
we learned professional dances,
and it gave us ideas on how to

Casting call
:=rom CAST I Page 12
"Two Comic Operas" the week
ofMar. 1.
All auditioners are expected
to offer a prepared oneminute monologue and sing
16 to 23 bars from a song.
The opportunities for these
winter performances are
endless, and the theater arts
department encourages interested individuals to audition.

A video at The count
strikes once
·a glance
•
again

They will sell food and crafts For those of you who enjoy
made by the club members.
hard-core gangster movies
From MOVIE I Page 14
Members will also raffle off filmed in the '20s, "Hit the
two bicycle helmets donated Dutchman" will soon be seem crystal-clear at this hour.
by Ellensburg's Recycle Shop. available on video.
Although the terror factor is
To gain notoriety, the club
The movie's direction is fo- lacking, the combination of
formed a dance "party" spon- cused on the rough crime fear, humor and sex makes
sored by the Best Western.- lifestyle ofa gangster, Arthur "Dracula" a hit. I found myself
This is for anyone who is 21 or Flegenheimer (Bruce Nozick, sitting with clenched fists one
older. The club hopes students "The Wanderers," "Stardust moment, and then laughing out
will take advantage of the op- Memories") who murders his loud the next. Not many films
portunity to get out and meet way to the top of the gangster can do this.
the club members.
ladder.
Reeves has yet to come of age
The first such dance was inFlegenheimer soon adopts as a serious actor (must be that
troduced on Nov. 18.
an alias, the infamous Dutch Bill and Ted thing still in him),
A Seattle disc jockey, Marc Schultz.
but Hopkins and Ryder both
Seth, of KUBE-FM, was in the
Schultz becomes one of the tum in quality performances.
"house" mixing the music.
worst gangsters, being valThe star of "Dracula" is none
The party helped introduce ued as a good henchman by other than the monster himthe new dance team and also Legs Diamond, a top gang- self, played by Oldman, who
served as a publicity event for ster.
masterfully portrays an everboth the club and Seth.
The story soon takes a tum changing character, complete
The club hopes to host this when Schultz begins messing with pounds of make-up, wild
event every Wednesday.
around with Diamond's girl, hairstyles and different ac"We want to get more involved creating a never-ending ad- cents.
with the Central atmosphere," venture.
Rowell said. "A lot of people
Sally Kirkland ("The WanP.S. If you take a potty break
aren't aware Central has a · derers" and "Revenge") plays or a trip to the popcorn star:id
dance team."
Schult.z's mother, and Frances during this movie, you'll be
The team is selling T-shirts Ireland plays Diamond's completely lost! Wait 'til it's
for the party at the Best West- Erirlfriend and Schultz's lover. over!
ern, trying to make it a continuous event.
~---------------------~
Phase II has kept busy this
quarter by performing at football games.
The club also danced for Ellensburg High School's homecoming pep assembly.
Next quarter, the team will
perform at halftimes of
Central's basketball games ·
and wrestling matches.
"We're a growing team,"
Schade said. "Everyone is supporting us, and we are getting
good feedback from both the
school and the Ellensburg
community. The feedback
keeps us going."

start the new year," Schade
said.
Camp instructors varied
from a talent scout for Star
Search to Los .Angeles Laker
Girls.
The dancers and cheerleaders each learned three dances
from a choice of 15.

''We want to get
more involved
with the Central
atmosphere. A lot
of people aren't
aware Central
has a dance
team."
-- Mechelle
Rowell, dancer
of Phase II
Central's representatives at
the camp dispersed among
other dancers to utilize the
the creative experience and
learn the most choreogra.phy possible.
"It was difficult to get up at
six in the morning and dance
until the afternoon," Rowell
said.
"But the luau they put on
was great, and I enjoyed
meeting people from the different Washington schools."
Phase II's fundraisers eam
money for future activities,
such as next year's camp.
Early in the quarter, the club
sponsored fundraisers such
as car washes.
The dance team plans to
have a booth at Ware Fair.

Friday, Nov. 2.0
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Collle to the HORSESHOE
and try BARFLY!!

soc

off each drink

ENCREDIBLE
ESPRESSO
8th

& .Walnut

Good through Thursday, November 26

TOP TEN MEN & WOMEN AS
OF NOV. 12, 1992
MEN
WOMEN ·
Rick Sarkany
Micheal Tonseth
Micheal Enselman
Kevin Strand
Darrell Geyman
David Pilcher
Erik Rosegard
Craig Kennedy
Grannett Hom·

70"
69 1/2"
66"
64 1/4"
63 1/2"
63 1/2"
621/2"
62 1/2" .
62 1/2"
Mike Luckenbaugh-- 62"

106 .W 3rd.

Heidi Gretzen
Angie Hill
Amy Novak
Alyssa Larimore
Jenifer Cadden
Sonya Tittle
Kristin Torgerson
Kendra Haugen
Karen Naugle
Marsha Jenson

KCAT

ACE

Radio

Records

The SUB
Ticket
Window

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

Sponsored by: ASCWU Student Activities,
KCAT and Multi-Media Communications Club

•

CAN YOU BEAT THE BEST?

Any group of ten or more

IHE

1'Q1a11~·w1ft~da l!)()Qks11Q1re

Open Mon - Sat 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. & Sun. 1 - 4 p.m. • 200 E. 4th 962-2375

Bring Your Friends!
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SPORTS
Wildcat playoff hopes
thrashed at Western

by Bill Burke
Staff reporter

Western Washington
University's Mark Watters
tied a school record with three
touchdown receptions, leading the Vikings to a 37-7 win
over the Central Wildcats in
the regular season finale in
Bellingham Saturday.
The win gave Western its
first playoff appearance ever
and ends a string of five Mt.
Rainier League titles and
post-season appearances for
the Wildcats.
Watters had 143 yards on
five catches, three for touchdowns including a 69-yard
catch.
"They just outplayed us,"
said first-year head coach Jeff
Zenisek. "They took advantage of our young secondary."
Offensively Zenisek said the
Wildcats couldn't move the
ball. "The Viking defense
manhandled us."
The Vikings led Central 287 at the half on two Jason
Stiles touchdown passes and
two strikes from reserve
quarterbackMattNess. Ness
replaced Stiles in the first
quarter after Stiles aggravated a knee injury.
Central's only score came
on a two-ya.rdJ oey McCanna
run with under a minute left
in the first half.
"We had a good week of
practice and I thought we
were ready to play," saidjunior wide receiver James
Atterberry. ·"But after their
first few possessions we went

"We were a
young team
that can only
get better. We
start working
for next season
this week by
hitting the
weights. We'll
get bigger and
stronger, and
my goal is to
win the title
next year and
get into the
playoffs again."
-Jeff Zenisek
flat."
Western also scored on a 37yard Dan Clemenson field
goal in the first quarter.
The Vikings continued the
scoring in the second half on a
nine-yard Ness to Watters
touchdown catch, and a defensive safety caused by a
Wildcat penalty in their own
end zone.
Central wide receivers
Atterberry and John Balmer
also set and tied school records
in the losing effort.
Atterberry became Central' s
all-time leader in career re-

ceiving yards, gaining 46
y a rd s on five catches.
Atterberry now has 1,611
yard s , b reaking Mike
Grant's r ecord of 1,585
yards set in 1981-1982.
"It's a good accomplishment. I just wish I would
set the records in winning
games," said Atterberry.
"It's kind ofdisappointing."
Balmer added four
catches to his season total
to tie Grant's single-season
r eception record of 53
grabs. Balmer moved up to
second in single-season reception yards with 684
yards behind Grant's 940.
"This is a young team that
has a lot of talent. We just
needed more experience
and to make the plays," said
Zenisek.
Central ended the season
6-3 and 3-2 in league to
finish third, ending the
year ranked 21st.
"We had to overcome a lot
of things this year. It was
a rebuilding year and we
have a lot ofguys returning
next year," saidAtterberry.
"We were a young team
that can only get better.
We start working for next
season this week by hitting
the weights. We'll get bigger and stronger and my
goal is to win the title next
year and get into the playoffs again," said Zenisek.
"It feels like we went 0-9
insteadof6-3. Wejustneed
to believe in ·ourselves and
the Central program," said
Zenisek.

Four Wildcats earn first-team CFA honors
/"

Four Central football players earned first-team allColumbia Football Association honors in the Mount
Rainier League.
The league selections were
announced Monday.
Seniors John Balmer,
Preston Britton, and Brion
Mattson were selected to the
first-team alongwithjunior
Tyson Raley.
Raley was a unanimous
selection at slot back. This
is the third year he has been
selected to first-team honors. Raley became the first
Wildcat to ever rush for and
receive for 1,000 yards.
Balmer earned his firstteam selection at wide receiver. Balmer, a transfer
from Eastern Washington
University, tied the singleseason reception record set
in 1981-82 by Mike Grant.
Britton's first-team selection was at offensive tackle,
while Mattson earned his
first-team appointment at

strong safety. Both Britton
and Mattson anchored the
Wildcat defense and were
considered pre-season allamerican candidates.
Several other 'Cats earned
second-team or honorable
mention awards.
Junior running back Joey
McCanna, junior wide receiver James Atterberry,
junior kick returner Goreal
Hudson and senior tackle
Ken Barnes earned second:team offensive honors, while
kicker Ken McConkey received honorable mention.
Defensively ,junior linemen
Shawn Schneider and Dave
Wedin were second team
picks. Derek Baker, a juniorfree safety, Shane Sadler,
a sophomore linebacker,
and senior Jeff Kuolt, a
former Yakima Valley College All-American were also
second-team placements.
Punter Darrell Schneider
and kicker Ken M!!Conkey
received honorable mention.

by Chandra Burdette
Staff reporter

The Wildcat men's swim
team spent a lot of time in
the water last week, dropping one to the University of
Puget Sound Thursday and
defeating Simon Fraser
Saturday.
Despite losing every event
to UPS, three Central
swimmers established national-qualifying times.
Scott Zable qualified in the
200 IM (2:00.08), while Scott
Kelley (56.54) and Brian
Stemp (56.57) qualified in
the 100 back.
Saturday in the 400 medley and 400 free relay, the
'Cat teams achieved their
best times of the season.
Other winners included
Greg Martin in the 1,000
free (10:51.35), and Rabi
Peifer in the 50 free (22.41).
"I thought we swam pretty
well," said head coach Lori
Clark. "It was good for the
guys to get a win."
The Wildcats will host their
last home meet Friday and
Saturday with Whitworth,
Whitman and Lewis/Clark.
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Women's hoop team-loses opener
by Jason Goldner
Staff reporter

Central's women's basketball team lost a squeaker of
a gam_e to Carroll College
last Friday at Nicholson Pavilion, 64-65.
Coach Gary Frederick said
he felt the team played .well
for the first game but hopes
to see a stronger defense
and less turnovers in future
games. He said he also believes forward Barb Shuel,
- who returns this week now
that volleyball has ended,
will bring more offensive
and defensive rebounds.
"I felt they put in a good
effort. We need to clean up
our defense because it hurt
us at times," Frederick said.
The Carroll College Lady
Saints, based in Helena,
Mont., kept the game close
through the first half with
both teams takingtheir tum
playing catch-up ball.
Central's Karla Hawes led
all Wildcat scorers at halftime with eight points, as
the 'Cats took a 3a-28 lead
into the locker room.
. Central quickly jumped to
their biggest lead of the
game, 11 points, on a field
goal and pair of free throws
by center Heidi Trepanier
early in the second half. The
defense held the Lady Saints
to no points through almost
the first four minutes of the
second half. ·
· But Carroll went on a rampage, scoring eight straight
points and outscoring Central on an 18-6 run, giving

Dave Fiske

Senior Missy Piecuch goes up· for two points against a
Carroll defender. The 'Cats were defeated.by the Saints
64-65 on a last second sf'.lot.

them a 46-45 lead. This was
the Lady Saints' first lead
since leading 16-14 early in
the first half.
Carroll College looked like
it would run away with the
win, buildingits biggest lead
to 61-52 with just under five
minutes left in regulation
play.
The Lady 'Cats rsoon
clawed their way back to a
score of 63-62, with just 42
seconds left in the game.
Trepanier laid in Central's
final bucket with only 15
seconds left on the clock,
but the Wildcats could not
withstand the narrow margin.
Carroll's center, Kelly
White, caught an inside pass
and tossed in the winning
shot from under the basket,
leaving Central a mere se.c-

ond to attempt a near- impossible game winning shot.
The Lady Saints just edged
the Wildcats, 65-64.
Three of Central's players
scored in double figures,
forward Kristy Brown with
14, Trepanier with 13 and
guard Missy Thompson
scored 10.
"We played well as a team;
I feel we are finally beginning to click, but we need to
cut down on our turnovers,"
Thompson said.
Carroll's top scorers were
center Tami Herzog, who
scored 14ofher16 points in
the Saints second-half
comeback, and guard Amy
Mouat scored 14.
The Lady Wildcats play
against Pacific Lutheran
University Saturday at 3
p.m. at Nicholson Pavilion.

Dave Fiske

Freshman Missy Thompson leads the Wildcats on the fastbreak. The Lad~ 'Cats return to hoop action Saturday
afternoon at 3 p.m. against Pacific Lutheran University.

Don't Drink And Drive.

Wi.5hington Traffic Safety Oxnmission ~

Take a break from
the books and
head on down to

ADELINE'S
•GREAT LUNCH SPECIALS
•HAPPY HOUR 4pm - 6pm
•MUSIC EVERY WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT

315 N. MAIN 962-2888
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Men's hoop teani to host
Wildcat basketball classic
After opening its season

as first place victors in the
Golden Rule tipoff tournament, at Nampa, Idaho, the
Wildcats return home to
open its 1992-93 home
campaign Friday.
The 'Cats will host the second annual Wildcat Classic.
The tournament tips off at
6 p.m. with Whitman and
Seattle University. Central
plays Pacific Lutheran at 8
p.m. On Saturday, the consolation game will start at 6
p.m. with the championship
following at 8 p.m.
Of the four teams, the
Wildcats were the only one
to post a winning record a
year ago. Pacific Lutheran
finished at 10-17, however,
one of its victories was a 8672 conquest of the 'Cats.
At the Golden Rule Tipoff,
Central handed Northwest
Nazarene a rare home-court
loss, 79-78, then beat defending District I champion
Lewis-Clark State 71-69 in
the title game.
Jason Pepper, a senior
from Selah, earned MVP
honors scoring 35 points in
two games. Pepper had 17
points and nine rebounds in
the title game. Otto Pijpker,
senior, also was named to
the all-tournament team.
Pijpker keyed the win over
Northwest Nazarene with
a 22-point, nine rebound
effort.
Wildcat coach Gil Coleman
was pleased with the opening efforts.
"We shot the ball well and
we ·were pretty successful
at taking the ball inside both
nights," Coleman said.
For the tournament five
'Cats averaged double figures. In addition to Pepper
and Pijpker, Shawn Frank

averaged 12.5 points, Heath
Dolven 13.0 and Ryan Pepper 11.5.
In addition, Coleman was
happy with the play of Anthony Richmond, a 6'7" senior from Seattle.
"Anthony came off the

bench (against Lewis-Clark
State) to bother a couple of
shots and get some rebounds
and he also hit a clutch jump
shot for us," Coleman said.
Dolven said the two close
games the Wildcats played
this past weekend helped
the team.
"The tournament helped
quite a bit," Dolven said.
- "We won two close games,
where last year we did not
have a good record in close
games."
Now, Dolven said the team
is concentrating on playing
together.
"We just need to mesh as a
team," he said.
"We need to get everyone
together."
After this weekend, Central plays 12 consecutive
road games before its next
home appearance Jan. 7

Hooper: He was born to run
by Nell Romney
Sports Information

Last year as a freshman,
Brent Hooper was accompanied to the NAIA national
cross country meet by the
rest of his Central teammates. This year, however,
he alone will make the trek
to Kenosha, Wis., for
Saturday's national championships.
Now a sophomore, Hooper
ran to a 10th place finish at
this year's district championships hosted by Central
at the Ellensburg Golf
Course two weeks ago. At
districts, the top five individual runners not on the
winning teamwere the only
ones to gain berths at nationals. Hooper was No. 5.
Goingin to the district race,
he thought he had a chance
to qualify as an individual,
but because there was no
way to tell how many ofthose
in front of him during the
race would be members of
the winning team, his bid to
gain a national berth was
even more uncertain.
Given this situation, his
approach was simple: run
to catch the guy in front and
to stay ahead of the guy behind. It didn't hurt that the
wind blew fiercely duringthe
district race, a feature that
may have helped the 5'11,"
182-pound Hooper, who
looks more like a defensive
backthanadistancerunner.
· Hooper's strength will
likely prove as much an asset on the often muddy and
snowy national course in
Kenosha Saturday as it did
in the wind here in Ellensburg. Head cross country
coach Spike Arlt says
Hooper's strength and power

are his greatest attributes.
"He's tough in the mud and
- snow," he said.
Last year at nationals,
though, the weather was
beautiful and Hooper placed
a disappointing 81st in the
8,000 meter (about five
miles) course in 26:57.
Hooper attributes his relatively low placing more to
inexperience than to the
weather.
He went out too slowly and
failed to establish a position
near the front, where he
could be pulled along by the
collective steam of the leaders.
This year his strategy is to
go out faster, a five- minute
first mile, maybe faster, and
then hold that pace while
others fade. Because he has
no kick, Hooper says he depends on running a hard
pace from start to finish in ·
the hopes he can eventually
fatigue his opponents.
Arlt said that Hooper has
gained seasoning over the
last year and is a more mature, wiser racer.
.
"Overall, he's a better runner than last year," said Arlt.
This sounds good to
Hooper, but if he is to improve on his placing from
last year he may need his
added experience to offset
what he considers to be a
lower fitness level this year.
"In past summers, f ve been
able to train with my brother
but this summer he was injured and I had to run alone,"
said Hooper.
"I came into the season a

bit less conditioned."
Despite what Hooper says
is a lack of conditioning, his
training regimen seems impressive. He takes about a
month or six weeks off from
running following the conclusion of track season.
During that time he stays
active by bicycling or hiking
in the woods near his
Montesano home. About the
middle of July he . begins
running 30-40 miles per
week, mostly on trails and
logging roads.
By the end of summer and
the beginning of cross country season, he has upped his
mileage to 50-55 miles per
week. His weekly mileage
peaks at about 60 during the
early part of the season, during which he runs twice a
day.
Now he is down to about 50
miles a week and tapering
off so he can peak at nationals. Speed is the training focus now. Fortunately for
Hooper, some of his teammates and other friends accompany him on many ofhis
training runs.
In a recent interval workout, for example, Hooper was
paced by assistant cross
country coach Kevin
Adkisson and former Central runner, Ian Livingston.
Hooper's cross country
races are always measures
of his ability to withstand
the progressively greater

..

See HOOPER/Page 19

Intramura{ Sports
Program

CoJEd 'Baskf,tba([
'Tournament
'for more
information
ca{{ 963-3512

1{,u[es avai[a6{e at
'University ~creation

Unique Gi~s & Novelti.e s
Ethnic & Western
("

9\{pvem6er 30tli - 1Jecem6er Jc[
1Jou6[e 'Efimination
Limitecf to tlie first 8 teams
$10.00 per team
Sign-up 9\{pv. 16tli - 25tli .
at 'University !R.gcreation
S.1.1.:B. 212 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
'Teams wi[[ consist of
tliree women ana two men

ASSEMBLAGE
Open 10 - 5:30 Mon. thru Sat

''Lots of great new holiday stuff/"

* Cards * Ornaments *Foozles$

202 E. Fourth

962-3855

Donaghadees Restaurant
Monday November 23
All you can eat spaghetti
$4.95 - plus
Happy Hour special with dinner!
8th & Chestnut • Ellensburg • 962-5050
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Lindstrom qualifies
for swim nationals

CLASSIFIEDS

by Chandra Burdette
Staff Reporter

Central's women swimmers couldn't come up with
a win Saturday, falling behind Simon Fraser University by a 92-148 margin.
The low score at the meet
failed to reflect the personal
victories of the team.
Nicole Lindstrom had the
only win of the entire meet
in the 200 breast, making a
2:36.54 national-qualifying
time in the event.
Close to nationalqualifiyingtimes were Julie
Morris and Gina Veloni.
Morris missed a qualifying time by .04 seconds in
the 50 free, while Veloni
missed hers by .02 seconds
in the 200 fly.
In the ·400 free relay,
Central's team swam a
season best of 3:47.91 and
took second place.
Head coach Lori Clark
expressed pleasure in her
team's performance. "In
many races, we're swimming as fast now as we did
last year in February," she
said.
This ~eekend, both the
men's and women's swim
teams will host their last
home meet. They will take
on Whitworth, Whitman
and Lewis and Clark.
DeeAnna Nutter, a sophomore on the team, expects
the competition at this meet
to be strong. "Everyone is
training hard right now,"
she said.

From HOOPER/Page 18
levels of discomfort that
characterize the sport.
For him, the real discomfort appears soon after mile
two and steadily increases
throughout the last three
miles. In several races this
year he has gotten sideaches
between miles three and
four.
"When this happens, I just
try to hang on and hope for
the finish," said Hooper.
"The sideache won't usually go away until I stop
running."
Apparently, though,
Hooper is not averse to such
discomfort because it means
he is pushing his physi~l
limits, something he has
enjoyed doing since junior
high school, when he gave
up soccer to pursue running

RESERVE

full time.
At the time, his father
coached both track and cross
.country at Montesano High
School and his brother Brad
was a varsity athlete in both
sports. So it was not surprising when Brent began
running seriously or even
when, in the eighth grade,
he began running with the
high school team.
At that time he found he
was able to keep up with
and even beat some of the
the older runners. He enjoyed his successes and began to develop an apprecia- tion for the value of going
against stronger competition.
It's a good thing this appreciation hasn't waned in
recentyearsbecauseHooper
knows he will be surrounded
by top-notch runners at nationals. In fact, he looks for-

International Student Exchange
Program (ISEP) applications are now
in the Office of International Programs.
ward to it, knowing only Plan ahead - they are due January 1,

through such trials can he
hope to approach his best.
"I'll be on my own at nationals, with just time and
the other schools," said
Hooper,
"But, I like going against
the stronger competition
because it lets me know
where I am."

MISSING YOUR horse? Board with us
- pasture, corrals, and box stalls
available. Low rates. 925-5598. Call
after 5 p.m.

HELP WANTED: Looking for a top
, . - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ , fraternity, sorority, or student organizaYou read it first in
tion that would like to make $500-1500
for a one week marketing project right
oncampus.Mustbeorganiziedand
....___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.,. hardworking. Call 1-800-592-2121 Ext

The Observer
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GREEKS

f:I

CLUBS

R..AISE A COOL
si.,000.00
IN JUST ONE WEEK!

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

And a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just fer calling 1-800932--0,528, Ext 65.

OFFICERS'

1993.
BURN HOLIDAY FAT Jazzercise
Super Session, Nov. 27, 9-10:30 a.m.,
Hal Holmes Center, 2nd & Ruby, 9626162

TRAINING

CORPS

AEROBIC DANCE FOR EVERYONE!
Low-Impact, Non-Competitive Environment, Certified Instructor, Child Care
Available. First Class Freel 925-3412

THE CITY of Ellensburg is currently
accepting applications form citizens
willing to serve on the Board of
Adjustment, Building Appeals Board,
Cable Television Commission,
Downtown Task Force, Environmental
Commission, Housing Commission,
and Senior Citizen's Advisory Commission. Applications may be obtained
from City Hall, 420 N. Pearl. Applications must be returned by 5:00 p.m.,
Wednesday, December 9, 1992.
PACK YOUR bags and books and take ,,
off I lrs time to study abroad! Call Nomi
Pearce at 963-3612.
Study Abroad! England, Italy, France,
Mexico I Apply now for Winter Quarter.
Call Nomi Pearce at 963-3612.
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE.
What is it? An opportunity to study for
in-state tuition at out~f-state schools.
Which schools are participating? Call
963-3612 to find out!
DESPERATE FOR ride to Omak,

Okanogan, etc., Thanksgiving
weekend. Willing to pay. Leave
message: 962-4672

,t'il'.

SeNing great espresso
drinks and fresh baked
goods from a historic
7920's seNice station.

N<f))W
Exclusively at D&M
coffee
Vivance italian roast
coffee by the cup or
by th~ pound.
D&M coffee station on
the comer of south
main and manitoba.
weel<davs 6 30 to 5 30
weekends 8 00 to 4 00

~Ii~

GET MONEY l'ROM YOUR UNCLE·INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Anny ROTC awards scholarships to hWldreds of talented students. If you qualify, these
merit-based scholarships can help you pay tuition and
educational fees. They even pay a flat rate for textbooks
and supplies. You can also receive an allowance of up to
$1000 each school year the scholarship is In effect.
For more baformaUoa, contact Captala Brogna
at Petenoa Ball, Room 202. Or call (509) 963-3581 ••

I

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CU TID.

•

Now that the applications for the
International Student Exchange
Program (ISEP) are finally here it is
time to get busy! Call 963-3612 for
more infonnation

NANNIES!
We have the perf-ect job for
you! Nationwide placements, $150-$450 Weekly,
1 year stay, airfare paid, no
fee, Friendly, Happy families. Call Polly at 503-3433755, Oregon Nannies, Inc.

,~~~"~~~~gEighth

HAPPY'S MARKET

Open Every Day
7 A. M. - 11 P. M.

MILWAUKEE HAMMS
LUCKY
BEST 799 BEER
799 BEER 699
BEER
24 CANS
24 CANS
24 BOTTLES
CAMBRIDGE
CIGARETTES

CARTON

9

99

799

MARLBORO
CIGARETTES

NEW

5 PACK CARTON

BLACK

NALLEV'S .

PEPSI COLA

BEER

CHIPS

2

40oz.

BANANAS

Boz.

25<t A;E~
lb.

STAMPS.

.

SWEETJUICY

NAVEL ORANGES

2% MILK

NATALINA'S

GAlLONS ,

LARGE
PIZZAS

199

¢

LITER

25¢
lb.

R.C. COLA
OR
DIET RITE I

-199

·

199

BONUS 15 PK.

PEPPERONI OR COMBINATION

LIMIT

2

lltllllllllll

SAME NAME ... SAME
AWARD WINNING PIZZA

~: :_: ·-: : =:1·;- :nolino~:: :~: :_: :~:i:~1: ·

1 1:1 1 1:~!1!1 1;1 1:11J1:u:1n11:1 : 1:1 1:i1:!1 1 :1 :

Espresso served from 7:00 A.M. till closing
Inside Seating
Thursday
19

IN THE PLAZA
716 E. 8TH
ELLENSBURG

All You Can
Eat
5-8 p.m.
$4.99 per
person

Friday
20

T.G.l.F.
Happy Hour
All Day
Long I

Saturday

Sunday
22

21

College
Football
$3 pitchers
$1 pounders
75¢ schooners

NFL Football
$3 pitchers
$1 pounders
75¢ schooners
Chicken Wings
$2.50

Monday
23

Tuesday

Wednesday

24

Mon. Nite
Football
Happy Hour
Prices
Nachos $2.25

25Hump Dayl
Cut out this
All U Can Eat
day,
bring it to
$4.99 per
Frazzini's and
person
receive $5 off
5-8 p.m.
a large pizza

I1---------------------------r----------~----------------,
$3.00 OFF
· $2.00 OFF I
Large (16") Pizza
I
1
I
I

I
I

ANY LARGE c1s" PIZZA)
ANY MED1uM c13") PIZZA
DINE IN *CARRY OUT
FAST * SAFE DELIVERY

1
I
1
1

Medium Price
DINE IN *CARRY OUT
FAST SAFE DELIVERY

*

I

1
I
I
I
I

L_!l2_T..Y~!2 ~'!,H_!r:!.Yl'~~R_O!f~'!: ~X!l,!iE~ 2,_E,S~!!,_E,!! ~ _ L_N~~!L!>!'!l'!.A!:!,~Ol,H.,:'3,.<>!~~·-='!~~ .!!~~!~ !?J
Frazzini's Now Has Espresso
Watch For Weekly Specials
Now tbru Thankgiving ·every delivery order will be
entered into a weekly drawing for a free turkey!

